
CIMA SCS EXAM August 2017, Variant 1 

Section 1  

Andrew Jarvis, AutoAuto’s Director of Finance, stops by your desk: 

“The Board has received an enquiry from Grant Motors, one of the world’s largest 

manufacturers of cars and vans.  I have brought a copy of the letter that we received 

from Grant’s CEO. 

Grant Motors would like us to assist in the development of autonomous vehicles.  

This is a more ambitious target than our own project to develop a driverless system 

because Grant Motors plans to carry passengers or delivery workers who will not 

have the ability to override the electronic controls.  AutoAuto’s Board is confident that 

we could continue with the development work on our existing driverless vehicle 

technology without it being classed as a competing product to Grant Motors’ 

proposal for autonomous vehicles.  However, both of these projects will require 

extensive and costly development work for at least two years and Grant Motors will 

probably ask us to sign a non-disclosure agreement. 

I need your advice before I brief the Board. 

Firstly, to what extent will agreeing to this proposal limit AutoAuto’s strategic options 

in the future? 

Secondly, how is our participation in this project likely to affect our share price during 

the development phase? 

Reference Material   

Letter received from Grant’s CEO. 

Mr Allan Yellowlees 

Chief Executive 

AutoAuto 

Capital City 

Upland 

Dear Allan, 

Autonomous vehicles 

Grant Motors is interested in working with AutoAuto to develop an autonomous 

commercial vehicles.  Unlike the current designs that AutoAuto has in progress, 

these vehicles would have no driver. 



 Grant Motors is in discussion with Appcab, the world’s leading internet-based taxi 

service.  Customers presently use a mobile phone app to summon a taxi with a 

driver to take them to their destination.  Appcab wishes us to develop an 

autonomous taxi that can navigate itself, unoccupied, to collect passengers and then 

continue to the destination.   The car will not have any manual controls, to prevent 

the customer from crashing or stealing the car.   

We are also in talks with Interbox, a major online mail order company.  Interbox 

wishes to buy a fleet of autonomous delivery vans that can drive themselves to 

customers’ addresses.  The van might have a delivery person who will work in the 

cargo compartment while being driven to the next delivery and who will take items to 

customers’ doors.   Alternatively, the van might be completely unmanned and be 

equipped with on board lockers that can be accessed by customers.  The van would 

park and alert the customer with a text message and a code number to open the 

relevant locker.  

If we agree to collaborate on these two projects then we would have to agree that 

AutoAuto would not develop any competing products for other manufacturers, 

although you could continue with existing driverless vehicle technology for general 

sale. 

Yours sincerely 

Jerry Vaughn, Chief Executive 

 

 

Section 2 

 

Two weeks have passed since your conversation with Andrew Jarvis. 

You receive the following email: 

 

From:  Andrew Jarvis, Director of Finance 

To: Senior Manager 

Subject: Autonomous vehicles 

Hi 



The Board has agreed to proceed with Grant Motors’ proposal for us to collaborate 

on the development of autonomous vehicles.  Grant Motors has drafted the attached 

Memorandum of Understanding (MoU). 

The factory that it intends to use to build these vehicles is in its home country, which 

is economically developed.  It believes that it will need a workforce that is educated 

and skilled to make a reliable autonomous vehicle.   

The development work will cost at least U$250m.  We hope that Grant will make and 

sell at least 15,000 autonomous vehicles each year.  It sells vehicles all over the 

world.  At the present exchange rate the W$8,000 fee per unit is worth U$6,000 to 

AutoAuto and this development project will be a positive net present value 

investment for us provided annual sales achieve an average of at least 12,000 units. 

I need your advice on two issues. 

Firstly, I am concerned that this project will leave us exposed to significant currency 

risks.  Please draft a briefing paper that I can present to the Board, covering the 

nature of the key risks and the difficulties associated with quantifying such risks. 

Secondly, this technology is likely to attract adverse publicity because we are 

developing a product that will threaten the jobs of taxi and delivery drivers.  How 

should we address this in our annual Corporate Social Responsibility Report? 

Andrew 

Reference Material 

 Memorandum of Understanding (MoU) between Grant Motors and AutoAuto: 

This MoU sets out the arrangements between AutoAuto and Grant Motors for the 

development of autonomous vehicles. 

AutoAuto will develop sensors, control systems and software that will enable these 

vehicles to operate safely on public roads. 

Grant Motors will design and build the vehicles themselves at an existing factory in 

Westland.  Grant Motors will source all components, including the construction of the 

autonomous control system. 

AutoAuto will provide Grant Motors with all plans, specifications and software to 

enable the construction of the system. 

Grant Motors will pay AutoAuto a licence fee of W$8,000 for each autonomous 

vehicle sold. 

 Grant Motors and AutoAuto will complete all development work within 24 months of 

signing this MoU. 



This MoU will remain in force for five years from the sale of the first vehicle and will 

be renewable at the agreement of both parties. 

 

 


